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Submission to - Environment Canterbury Long term Plan 2018 - 2028
To the Councillors
Thank you for the opportunity to submit to the Long term Plan 2018 - 2028
The Goat Working Group is requesting $40,000 for the 2018 /19 year in year one of the LTP to
work towards the eradication of feral goats from Banks Peninsula.
•

The Goat Working Group is a partnership between Environment Canterbury the Department
of Conservation the Christchurch City Council and the Banks Peninsula Conservation Trust.

•

The Goat Working Group has the goal – of eradicating goats from the Little Akaloa area in
2018 and to continue to work on the remaining hot spots over the next 5 years

•

The Goat Working Group will continue to work with landowners to achieve the goal of
eradication of goats

•

The Goat Working Group is committed to targeting those areas with a peer reviewed
Operational Plan.

•

The Goat Working Group needs to ensure that there is commitment for ongoing funding to
achieve eradiation (likely timeframe five years). The Group requests a contribution of $40k
from ECAN in year one of the LTP. Matching levels of funding are being requested from CCC
and DoC. Similar levels of funding will be needed for future years of the eradication
programme. This will be included in the costings for the wider pest free Banks Peninsula
concept in years 2 and 3 of the LTP through the annual planning process.

•

The Goat Working Group congratulations Environment Canterbury on recognising feral goats
a pests on Banks Peninsula in the Regional Pest Management Plan. We request that
Environment Canterbury provides information to the Banks Peninsula community re the
Regional Pest Management Strategy with farmed goats being tagged and behind an
appropriate fence. We want to see this funded appropriately and enforced.

The history of removing thousands of goats from Banks Peninsula is worth remembering. Banks
Peninsula is a ‘high value area’ and has extensive areas of significant indigenous vegetation in public
and private ownership. Feral goats and their insatiable appetite for lush indigenous vegetation can
cause horrific damage to the environment. They have populated BP since the late 1800's and
increased in numbers in the 1980's due to the collapse of the goat industry and subsequent
reluctance to spend money recovering escapees. In recent years goats have been used as a tool for
the management of gorse and some landowners see goats as a recreational hunting opportunity.
The Department of Conservation had a strategy and between 1992 and 2002 controlled the goats in
their reserves to protect the indigenous vegetation. The areas were continually being re infested
from the adjacent private land so work was carried out on private land where agreement could be
meet - mostly in the same area.
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In 1998 a group of concerned landowners, members of the public and the Department of
Conservation formed a liaison group to institute some control.
In 2005 a joint control Strategy was developed by J Parkes Land Care Research with funds provided
by the Biodiversity Advice Fund from the Department of Conservation, Environment Canterbury, the
Christchurch City Council and the Banks Peninsula Conservation Trust. Well over 5000 goats have
now been removed. There are just a few pockets of goats remaining in discreet areas of Banks
Peninsula. We need to eradicate the goats from these hotspots and we need to ensure that we do
not allow goats to return to those previous levels seen.
In 2017 an operation was carried out in the Prices Valley area. This operation provided
opportunities to understand and identify issues. [See attachment - 2017 Prices Valley Goat Hunt
Result Report 13/07/2017 Report by Tom MacTavish, Department of Conservation
Recommendations by Norm MacDonald, Department of Conservation].
The Little Akaloa area is the focus of the 2018 operation. This hot spot was agreed to to ensure that
the land area involved - the eastern points of Banks Peninsula including the area known as the
Wildside is protected from invasion by goats. This is seen as a defensible line. The next area to
consider for an intense operation in 2019/2020 is the Purau /Kaituna area.
The Feral Goat Operation Plan [See attachment – Removal of Feral Goats from Little Akaloa , Banks
Peninsula 2018 - Operation Plan] for Little Akaloa has been developed over a six month period and
includes a muster followed by a hunt both using specialised New Zealand expertise including a team
just recently working on eradication projects overseas. The Operational plan has been peer
reviewed.
The landowners in this area have been considered a major part of the operation with the
Department of Conservation leading working very closely with them. We have an email network and
we will be able to provide ongoing information.
The 2018 operation has a $94,000 budget. The Rod Donald Banks Peninsula Trust has joined the
Group as a funding partner. Their investment is contingent on the Group seeking increased funding
from ECAN, CCC, and DOC to ensure the eradication goal can be achieved in the proposed
timeframe. Environment Canterbury allocated a reduced amount of $10,000 last year.
The Working Group continues to be focused on eradicating goats and that by working together ‘we
can really get things done’. It is vital that we continue the control work and removing the last
hotspots of goats is expensive and time consuming.
We now have all parties working well together we have shown that we have the skills to develop
Operational Plans relevant to the area including using specialists to carry out the work. Landowners
are an important part of the mix and we value their support.
Funding is a limiting factor and we are looking to Environment Canterbury to provide $40,000 for
the 2018/19 year and that following years will be funded through the proposed pest free Banks
Peninsula work programme.
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No one party can resolve the issue - we need to all work together. We need to commit to
removing feral goats within 5 years and to do this we need a commitment to ongoing support
including information re the goat decision in the regional Pest management Strategy enforcement
and funding of the operations .
I wish to be heard.
Pam Richardson
Chairperson, Goat Eradication Group.
iprichardson@xtra.co.nz
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2017 Prices Valley Goat Hunt Result Report
(13/07/2017)

Report by Tom MacTavish, Department of Conservation
Recommendations by Norm MacDonald, Department of Conservation

Introduction
In 2003 Environment Canterbury, the Christchurch City Council, the Department of Conservation and
the Banks Peninsula Conservation Trust formed a partnership with the objective of eradicating feral
goats from Banks Peninsula. To that endpoint, agency money is pooled and spent in a combined,
yearly goat hunting operation.
In 2016/17 the majority of that money was spent on a May 2017 hunting operation in Prices Valley
and surrounds. Full details of the operation’s plan and its rationale can be found in the 2017 Prices
Valley Goat Hunt Operations Plan. The purpose of this report is to present a post-operation
summary. The report will begin by outlining the hunting methods and their outcome and then finish
with some of the key findings as well as some recommendations for future operations. It is hoped that
it will be the basis for further discussion/input that will help improve our goat operations in 2017/18.

Outcome target
Operation result target: 95 % of the feral goat population – estimated at 33 individuals (Figure 1) –
removed from the Prices Valley population.

Figure.1: Pre-operation estimate of the number and distribution of feral goats remaining in Prices Valley and surrounds.

Summary of hunting methods
The following summary assumes some understanding of the 2017 Prices Valley Goat Hunt
Operations Plan. Please refer when necessary.
Total hunting effort in each Sector was largely consistent with that laid out in the operations plan
(Table 1). Fourteen hunter days were spent in Sector A, five in Sector B, six in Sector C, two in

Sector D and none in Sector E (Figure 2). Although this only equates to 27 days, when hunter
overtime was factored in the actually effort was very close to the target of 35 days.

Figure 2: Map overlaying hunter and dog tracks (Doug – red, Dave – yellow, and Brian – green), with the different hunting
sectors.

In the operations plan Sector A, B, and C’s hunting days had been split into two separate
sweeps/visits, but in practice this proved difficult to adhered to (Table 1). There were several reasons
for this: Firstly, the length of the operation was compressed because hunters worked more than eight
hours a day and thus exhausted the total budget faster than was predicted in planning. Secondly, the
schedule had to be re-jigged because access to Prices Valley was unexpectedly denied for two crucial
days in the 2nd week. Finally, in some places goat densities were a lot higher than expected, which
meant that more hunter days were spent in those areas in the initial visit/sweep than expected. It is
also important to note that not all parts of each Sector could be covered in the time available, so the
hunters focused on the areas where goats had been seen recently or areas that were traditional hotspots
(Figure 2).
Doug and Dave carried out the majority of the hunting, and 1-3 CCC and DOC rangers were present
on most days (Table 1). Of the 27 hunting days, 14 were completed by Doug Hislop (DOC), nine by
Dave Hunter (EXCEL), and four by Brian Hartstone (DOC). Doug hunted alone on three occasions,
with a second hunter on nine occasions, and with both Dave and Brian on two occasions. At least one
spotter was present on 11 of the 14 days in which hunting occurred (Table 1).
Dogs were fundamental in locating feral goats. On the hunters’ first day in a new area, groups of
goats were sometimes spotted in the open and stalked. However, with repeat visits the goats remained
in the scrub and thus the dogs became progressively more important. The dogs would follow a scent
in the scrub and goats were killed either when Doug or Brian reached the bailed goat or when Dave –
strategically positioned in the open – shot goats that were chased out of the scrub. For 10 of the 14
hunting days there was one dog and for the other four there were three dogs.

In order to gauge the success of the operation, result monitoring was carried out two months after the
hunters stood down. Tom MacTavish (DOC) and Phil Crutchley (CCC) spent several hours on two
separate days spotting for goats in key areas of each of the five sectors. Any goat sightings were
recorded.
Date
Apr 10

Sector
A,B,C

Area
Prices Valley
and Dave
Cameron’s
Prices Valley
and Dave
Cameron’s
n/a

Hunters
Dave Hislop
Dave Hunter

Spotters
Excel spotter

Dogs
1

Kills
?

Other
?

Comments
Scoping

Apr 11

A,B,C

Doug Hislop

Excel spotter

1

?

?

Scoping

Apr 12

n/a

n/a

n/a

1

n/a

n/a

May
operations
planning
with Norm

May 1

A

Above Catons
Bay
Above Catons
Bay
Above Catons
Bay

Doug Hislop
Dave Hunter
Doug Hislop
Dave Hunter
Doug Hislop
Dave Hunter

Phil Crutchley
Kenny Rose
Phil Crutchley
Kenny Rose

1

3

n/a

Weather
prevented

May 2

A

1

8

5

May 3

A

1

4

6

May 4

A

Latham
covenant (NE
end Sector A)

Doug Hislop
Dave Hunter

Tom MacTavish

1

19

11

May 5

A

Doug Hislop
Dave Hunter

Tom MacTavish

1

14

4

May 6

A

Latham
covenant (NE
end Sector A)
Central gully
Sector A

1

1

0

Lone nanny
shot

May 7
May 8

A

Latham
covenant (NE
end Sector A)

Doug Hislop
Brian Hartstone

Tom MacTavish
Kenny Rose

3

17

n/a

May 9

C

Prices Valley –
true left and
head

Doug Hislop
Brian Hartstone

3

18

5-10

May 10

C

Prices Valley –
true right and
head

Doug Hislop
Dave Hunter
Brian Hartstone

Tom MacTavish
Phil Crutchley
Andy
Thompson
Phil Crutchley
Kenny Rose

No goats in
open.
Consensus
that goats
remain
Highest
densities in
gully head

3

8

n/a

Consensus
that more
goats in
gullies at
head and
true right

May 11
May 12

B

Dave
Cameron’s

Doug Hislop
Dave Hunter
Brian Hartstone

Tom MacTavish

2

0

9

May 13

C

Prices Valley –
head

Doug Hislop

1

0

3

May 14

A

Catons Bay
(Mallinson and

Doug Hislop

1

2

1

Goats there,
but
conditions
unfavourabl
e
Two goats
gave dog
the slip
Doug thinks
more goats

Doug Hislop

Farmer
unhappy
with
presence of
agency staff
so no
spotters
19 engaged,
19 shot. 11
others
spotted
At least 4
escaped

May 15

D

May 16

B

May 17

n/a

Jun 27

Miller)
Beneath High
Bare Peak
Dave
Cameron’s

there
Doug Hislop
Dave Hunter
Doug Hislop
Dave Hunter

Phil Crutchley

1

0

0

Phil Crutchley

1

9

0

n/a

Doug Hislop
Dave Hunter

Phil Crutchley
Tom MacTavish

n/a

n/a

n/a

A

Between central
gully Sector A
and Latham’s
covenant

Dave Hunter

Kenny Rose

0

5

2-3

Jul 10

All

n/a

Phil Crutchley
Tom MacTavish

n/a

n/a

4

Jul 11

All

Cemetery
scoping and
ridge loop in
Prices Valley
Ridge loop in
Prices Valley

n/a

Phil Crutchley
Tom MacTavish

n/a

n/a

8

9 goats
engaged, 9
shot
Operations
de-brief

Also
bleating
heard in
Sector D
Also
bleating
heard in
Latham’s
covenant

Table 1: Timeline showing the 2017 feral goat hunting operation in Prices Valley and surroundings. The table shows the
sector and area hunted, the hunters present, the spotters present, the number of dogs used, the goats killed, and the number of
goats that were seen but not killed on any given day. The main May hunting operation is coloured green while the pre and
post operation activity is coloured yellow.

Outcome
More than three times the number of feral goats that had been estimated to remain in the Prices Valley
population in April 2017 (Figure 1) were killed in the May 2017 operation. Indeed, it was estimated
that there were 33 feral goats remaining, but a total of 104 were shot (Table 2). Of the 104 goats, 33
were adult female goats, 42 were adult male goats, 14 were un-sexed adults, and 11 were kids (Table
2).
The majority of the goats were shot in Sector A. No goats were killed in Sector D and E, 28 were
killed in Sector C, nine in Sector B, and 67 in Sector A.

Sector
Adult female goats
Adult male goats
Adult un-sexed
goats
Kids/juvenile goats
Total goats

A
20
24
12

B
2
7
0

C
15
11
2

D
0
0
0

E
0
0
0

Total
33
42
14

11
67

0
9

0
28

0
0

0
0

11
104

Table 2: Summary table of the number of adult females, adult males, adult unsexed, and kids that were shot in each Sector
during the May 2017 operation.

With the exception of one goat, all the females that were checked were found to be pregnant. The
overwhelming majority of those females were carrying twins and were within days of giving birth.
One yearling female was also observed to be pregnant.

Figure 3: Map overlaying hunter and dog tracks (Doug – red, Dave – yellow, and Brian – green) and distribution of goat kills
(yellow and black symbol) with the different hunting sectors.

Result monitoring/target
The result target of – a 95 % kill of all remaining feral goats in Prices Valley – was not reached. Tom
and Phil observed eleven goats across Sector A and C during two days of spotting. That is about 10
% of what was killed across the operation rather than the < 5 % that would have been required for the
target to have been met. Moreover, it is likely that there are considerably more goats than those
eleven still remaining in Prices Valley and surrounds. The reasons for suspecting this are:
1. Goats were observed to escape the hunt (Table 1) and there was consensus amongst the
hunters that goats still remained in a number of areas.
2. Phil and Tom did not spot in all areas during result monitoring (e.g. Catons Bay).
3. Goats ‘spotted’ can obviously only be a small proportion of what is truly there
4. Other goats were heard bleating by Phil and Tom but because they were not seen they were
not counted.
The GPS tracking of dogs and hunters (Figure 2) and the marking of kills (Figure 3) broadly
documents hunter effort. However, Doug Hislop’s GPS was not automatically saving his dog’s tracks
and the problem was only identified half way through the operation. Thus, some dog tracks are
missing. Further, tracking information does not always appear to be complete.
Goat ears (which can be set aside for any necessary future genetic work) were taken off two female
goats above Catons Bay, but nothing was collected from other areas.

Key observations/findings
Below are listed some of the key observations/findings from the 2017 goat operation. Some were
identified by Doug Hislop, Dave Hunter, Phil Crutchley and Tom MacTavish during the operations
de-brief meeting while others have been inferred from the above report.















Far more goats were present in Sector A and C than was thought
Large parts of all sectors were not hunted or spotted because of time/monetary constraints
The majority of female goats were pregnant with twins
There were often goats that escaped from hunting engagements, sometimes due lack of
hunters and/or dogs
Some goats remain at all of the historic hotspots
There was minimal monitoring/hunting of areas outside of the historic hotspots
All operations staff need a good understanding of their GPS’s and more emphasis needs to be
placed on getting a complete picture of hunter effort and kills
The weather interrupted the operations plan on several occasions
There are a huge number of access tracks in and around Prices Valley that may improve the
efficiency of future operations
Landowners AND their farm managers/workers need to be consulted and informed in order to
ensure reliable access
Some landowners don’t like seeing too many agency vehicles and staff around
Access remains tenuous in some parts of the Prices Valley area (e.g. Ross Miller and Tony
Mallinson)
Some landowners can be very supportive and help with spotting (e.g. Jonathan Palmer and
Roger Lough)
Spotters made valuable contributions to the operation

General recommendations
Begin with a discussion that re-visits whether eradication is indeed the desired outcome. If it is,
consider the following in all future goat operations:
 Develop an eradication plan that gives the greatest chance of achieving the desired outcome
first, cost it out and then seek funding, not the other way around.
 The funding would be for a more systematic and intensive approach designed to achieve
localized eradication with discrete populations in one attempt. (e.g. team hunting, Judas
collars, trail cameras) Note: As with all eradications, the funding estimate should have a
comfortable amount of overkill to ensure operational targets are meet, taking into account
weather and unexpected delays.
 Take advantage of the true magnitude of what the group is striving to achieve – a mammal
eradication amongst people, on mainland NZ – in order to leverage funding as well as to gain
legislative and public support
 Develop a formal plan/operational time line every year
 The plan to should inform landowners of what we’re doing and what we’re trying to achieve
(i.e. develop a social license to operate)
 Re-visit Prices Valley ASAP so progress made in the 2017 is not lost (it won’t take long
given the reproductive rates)
 Consider assigning a communications expert to the project in order to promote appropriate
media coverage
 Ensure better communication between operations and key stake holders that can influence
feral goat policy
 Encourage supportive landowners to help with result monitoring/spreading the word
 To ensure success the hunting team leader should have completed at least one successful goat
eradication before and should be actively involved in the selection of the hunters.

 Assign a DOC GIS expert to manage the operation’s GPS/GIS data collection and provide
relevant maps as required.
 Ensure that there is an eradication expert that will actively mentor the project

Possible future directions
A) Eradication considered too big a challenge/risk, downgrade the project to an ongoing control
operation.
B) Continue with an eradication approach by trying to tackle discrete populations one-by-one (as
above)
C) Develop a plan to eradicate each of Banks Peninsula’s discrete goat populations in one go and
then attempt to get landowner buy-in. Seek large amount of one-off funding to support
project.

